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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report) describes the selection and implementation of an area, time. and power estimation 
method for VLSI circuits described at the structural level. It provides an accurate and efficient 
method for estimating area consumption of circuits described at the structural level. 

This report describes the results of a graduation project at the Automatic System Design group of 
the department of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology. Research in 
this group is aimed at the development of CAD toOls for VLSI design. 

Advances in technology allow increasingly complex circuits. The design cost of such circuits and 
the probability of design errors rise accordingly. Thcrefore there is a need for tools that automate 
circuit design. One field of research in this respect is silicon compilation, the translation of a 
behavioural or functional specification of a circuit into a layout. It promises a higher Icvel of 
abstraction to reduce the design complexity and correctness by construction. The first develop
ments in this field were publis~ed in the early eighties. Today many technical universities and 
industries put effort in developing these tools. 

A early step in silicon compilation is the hardware generation. This compri~s the synthesis of a 
structural design from the functional specification. One method still undcr investigation is based 
on dynamic programming. It generates simultaneously sets of different hardware implementations 
for a single specification. During this process implementations are compare~ and the better ones 
selected. 

The selections arc made using a cost function that may take area, time, and power consumption 
into account. To make a proper choice these parameters must be estimated as accurate as possible. 
On the other hand the estimations have to be made very often, inducing the use of a fast method. 
This report describes the selection and implementation of two estimation methods that are 
sufficiently accurate and efficient. Although selected with the dynamic programming method in 
mind they can be applied in any field where parameter estimates for circuits described at the struc
tural level are needcd. 

1.1 Overview or the report 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the silicon compiler project. The place of the estimator within the 
tool is considered and the conditions it has to meet are derived. A survey of previous research on 
the topic of area estimation is presented in chapter 3. The survey includes also several linear ord
ering algorithms anticipating the estimation scheme presented in the following chapters. 

The first algorithm uses a linear ordering method to estimate area. Chapter 4 contains a descrip
tion of the model uscd by this algorithm. The algorithm itself is described in chapter 5. The 
second method is more theoretical using empirically derived equations for average wire length and 
wire length distribution. It is faster but less accurate than the first. This method is described in 
chapter 6. In chapter 7 details of the implementation of the first method are given. It also 
describes the interface of the tool and the hardware generator. 

Finally chapters 8 and 9 contain suggestions and conclusions concerning the methods used. 

1. This research is sponsored by the European CommWlity under contract ESPRIT991. 
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Appendix B gives the results of some experiments performed to test the quality of the placement 
as generated by the first algorithm. 
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2. THE SILICON COMPILER 

Before proceeding with the hardware generator and the application of an area estimator I will first 
in shOrt describe the silicon compiler already mentioned in the introduction. A more elaborate 
definition of the system can be found in [Stok86] and [Born8?]. 

I will pay special attention to the hardware generator based on dynamic programmming as this 
tool evaluates its results using a cost function. This function depends on estimates of critical path 
delay, power consumption and area occupation. To illustrate the hardware synthesis process some 
implementation steps resulting from the presented example are worked out in detail. 

2.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In figure 2.1 a global scheme of the system is presented. The system is partitioned in several inter· 
mediate results and tools. The tools (shown in ellipses) convert the intermediate results (shown in 
boxes) to each other. 

Abstraa. 

Syntax Tree 

Demand 

Graph 

Hardware 

Generator 

FSM 

Description 

Module 
)0----1 Library 

Figure 2.1. hardware synthesis system. 

A high level description of a system is used as input for the silicon compiler. This description is a 
behavioral description. This description deals with the functions to be implemented and require· 
ments concerning power, :eliability, area, pin out, timing, technology etc. to be fulfilled. This high 
level description can be given in a language like Pascal, C or Lisp. 

The algorithmic description of the system is syntactically analyzed by the parser and is converted 
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into an abstract syntax-tree. This can be done using conventional compiler techniques. The 
demand-graph-constructor transforms the syntax tree in a demand graph (figure 2.2). The demand 
graph represents both data flow and control flow of the system described in the input language. 
Nodes represent the operations on the data. The arrows indicate the direction in which the data 
flows. 

In figure 2.2 variables VI' vz, V4, V6 and vlO are externally provided to the system. Through the 
get nodes, performing an equivalent of a read, the variables become available in the system. An 
operation may be performed if all required input values are prescnt Thus the operation 
represented by node 8 has to wait until the output from node 7 is ready. In the end outputs are 
returned by the put nodes. 

vl0 

get 

v6 v4 v2 

Figure 2_2. Example of a demand graph 

vi 

6 

The optimizer converts a demand graph to a functionally equivalent demand graph. These conver
sions are done because they wiD result in a more efficient implementation of the algorithm. Most 
optimizations are similar to those used in optimizing compilers. 

2_2 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 

Dynamic programming is an optimization strategy for a class of problems called multi-stage deci
sion processes. The followbg f""lures can be identified for those problems: 

3. The processes a:e -:.:ha.!'acr.e:ized at any E;tage by? small set of parameters, the stale vari-
ables. 

b. At each stage of these processes there is a choice of a number of decisions. 

c. The effect of a decision is a transformation of the state variables. 

d. The history of the system is of no importance in determining future actions. 
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c. The purpose of the process is to maximize some function of the state variables. 

The dynamic programming approach gcncmtcs a limited set of solutions for these problems 
among which the optimal solution is present. An exhaustive description of dynamic programming 
is given in [Bellman621. 

The hardware synthesis problem can be described as an N-step deterministic decision problem. 
Deterministic here means that the result of a decision is uniquely determined by the decision. In 
fact it is a multi-step allocation problem. 

In the solution of such problems by dynamic programming, we rely on the principle of optimality : 

An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and the 
initial decision are. the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal 
policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision. 

A policy is any rule for making decisions which yield an allowable sequence of decisions. This 
principle of optimality guarantees that an optimal policy is found. 

2.3 STATEGENERAll0N 

In this section the way states are generated is described. 

Generating an efficient implementation of a demand graph requires the following interdependent 
tasks to be performed : 

- A network of registers, operators, multiplexers and controllers has to be constructed. 

- Instructions (nodes) are to be mapped to operators and machine cycles. 

- Edges are to be mapped to busses and, possibly to registers if the adjacent instructions are 
assigned to different machine cycles. 

During the hardware generation the demand graph nodes are implemented one by one by a 
dynamic programming app:uach. In tI'.e demand graph the nodes represent the operations on the 
dala and the arcs represent the data dependencies. A node in the demand graph is ready for imple
mentation if all variables needed by this node (incoming arcs) are available. So a node is called 
free if all the nodes these variables depend on have been implemented. 

Each time a demand graph node is implemented a new state is created. A state is characterized by 
a set of implemented demand graph nodes. In this way a state graph or nodeseHattice is generated 
(see fig. 2.3). This graph represents the process flow of the hardware generation. In the figure the 
numbers in the graph vertices correspond to the demand graph node numbers of figure 2.2 and 
represent the set of free nodes of the corresponding state. The graph is strictly leveled. That is the 
level of a state is determined by the number of implemented nodes for that state. 

A new state can be generated from a previous state by implementating a node or a collection of 
nodes from that state's free node set. If n free nodes are associated with a state, in the worst case n 
new slates may be generated from that state. These new states again have sets of free nodes, each 
of which again may result in a new slate. It is clear that by this feature an excessive growth of the 
state graph can occur. 
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Figure 2.3. The Node-Set lattice of previous demand graph. 

2.4 HARDWARE GENERATION 

The synthesis of hardware for the demand graph is done by going over the state·graph level by 
level. For each state a partial implementation is maintained. While generating a new level free 
nodes are implemented on top of the partial implementations of the old level. A node may be 
implemented in different ways, each giving rise to a new state on the next level. As a result of 
these successive implementations of nodes an implementation graph is created. This graph is 
closely related to the state-graph. But as a consequence of the various implementations possible 
for a node in the state graph, the implementation graph may have several nodes where the state 
graph has only one. 

Implementing free nodes on top of a partial implementation can be done either by using an exist· 
ing piece of hardware or instantiating a new operator. Furthermore a choice has to be made 
between allocating the node in the curreO! machine cycle or in the next. The laller would be neces· 
sary if no appropriate hardware is free and/or if the length of the clock cycle of the circuit would 
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grow too large. 

At the current stage of the project all four possible implementations are generated and the selec
tion is left to the dynamic programming process. This approach guarantees for a simultaneous 
optimization of delay and area requirement 

Two main mechanisms, the cost function and the concept of comparability of implementations, 
control the generation process. They dclimit the number of states that coexist at one level. The 
cost function is a function of the process state variables which represent quantities as area, time 
and power consumption of the partial implementations. The cost function is employed each time a 
new state is generated. It calculates the costs for the implemented hardware which is stored as a 
property of the state. It is on the basis of these costs that decisions are made with which implemen
tation to pursue and which to eliminate. 

The notion of two implementations being comparable was introduced to prevent initially expen
sive but interesting implementations to perish too soon. On the other hand this mechanism may not 
result in maintaining too many implementations as this may result in a wide graph and excessive 
computation time. Several heuristics may be applied to meet this problem. Currently two imple
mentations are defined comparable if: 

- they implement the same demand graph nodes 
- they have the same number of major operators 

where major operators are the ones that are considered important because of their size, speed or 
power consumption. 

This definition of comparable states implies that comparable stales can only exist at the same 
level. Consequently, only states on the same level need to be checked on comparability. In fact 
only the states on one level are maintained in the dynamic programming approach. If two states 
are found to be comparable the most expensive state and according subtree is discarded from the 
implementation graph. 

2.5 CIRCUIT SYNTHESIS, AN EXAMPLE 

To illustrate the hardware synthesis process some implementation steps are worked out for the 
realization of the system described by the demand graph of figure 2.2. The state graph of figure 2.3 
visualizes this process. The situation where all input variables (VI' v" V4, V6 and VIO) are avail
able but no nodes have been implemented yet corresponds with the state at the top of the state
lattice, characterized by frcc node 7. This means that at this state only node 7, being the addition 
of VI and v, can be performed and thus implemented. As no components are yet present in the cir
cuit the first circuit element will be an instantiation of an adder. 

Having implemented node 7 of the demand graph the process has made a transition to the next 
state denoted by free nodes 8 and 9, representing resp. a subtraction and a multiplication. Both 
n"<les can be implemented since their input values are available. Implementing node 9 passes the 
process to the right next state, while a transition to the left next state is made by implementing 
node 8. This state indicated by free nodes 9, 10 and 12 may represent one or more implementation 
states, for the second addition/subtraction operation can be realized in several manners. A first 
implementation (figure 2.4 a) is to allocate a second instantiation of an adder. An alternative is to 
use the already present adder and to assi!,'11 the subtraction operation to a next clock cycle. This 
implies the use of four additional registers to store intermediate values of variables, and two multi
plexers (figure 2.4 b). 

Although the construction of the latter circuit may be more expensive than the former this early 
use of additional hardware may prove economical in a future phase of the process. Therefore these 
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4 

a b 

Figure 2.4. Two realizations for node 7 and 8. 

two implementations are allowed to co-exist. they are not comparable. 

By implementing free nodes of states on level 2 transitions are made to level 3 states. Expansion 
of the partial circuits of level 2 with resp. implementation of node 9 and 8 result in the level 3 
state denoted by free nodes 10. 11 and 12. Behind this state 3 implementations now exist, two of 
which arc comparable. The implementation graph for this part of the state graph may look like 
figure 2.5. One of the implementation paths resulting in a comparable state is discarded and two 
different implementations remain. 

I ",onn. 
1 HlJLf IPLlfH 

Figure 2.5. Part of implementation graph. 

It should be pointed out that even more implementations are possible for the described nodes, 
depending on the available library cells, the flexibility of the hardware generator and the con
straints imposed on the synthesis process. Finally figure 2.6 shows two possible circuits for the 
demand graph. 

The left most circuit performs all operations in one machine cycle, needs 4 adders, 2 multipliers 
and 2 and/or operators. The second implementation requires one multiplier, 2 adders. 2 and/or 
operators, 5 registers, 6 multiplexers and needs two machine cycles to perform the same function. 
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Figure 2.6. Examples of two possible resulting circuits. 

2.6 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

After the previous investigating sections it is time to identify the problem with respect to cost cal
culation and formulate the research issues for our problem. 

As was made clear in the previous section, the hardware generator creates a set of different imple
mentations for the same algorithm in which the optimal solution is included. A major disadvantage 
of this method may be the exponential growth of the process graph if no good restriction tool can 
be applied. This restriction tool can be thought of as some quantity supplied by a cost estimating 
mechanism to evaluate comparable implementations. As a result of an evaluation the cheapest 
implementation is saved, the others are removed from the implementation graph. Such a procedure 
provides the synthesizer with cost estimates at the early stages of the design process, thereby 
avoiding a waste of resources and time in further pursuing the synthesis of a design which may not 
s. .. isfy some early imposed constraints. 

One important variable in such a cost function, although not the only one, is an area estimate. In 
the following the area estimation will be considered first Relatively simple tools can provide 
estimates on delay and power consumption. 

The routine for area estimation is very intensively called, so it has to provide quick cost estimates 
for a new implementation. The routine is called each time a new demand graph node is imple
mented. In general this means that one or a few modules have been added to the already existing 
implementation of a previous state. For this previous state the cost was already calculated. So, a 
considerable gain in efficiency can be achieved when the cost calculation is incremently adjusted 
for new states. 

For reasons of time efficiency area estimates should be calculated without actually doing the lay
out and routing. In many cases the area estimating unit is based on a not existing or another layout 
methodology than the onc that is finally used in the design system. However the final layout 
methodology has a great impact on the final area requirement. This sounds like a paradox. In our 
case we can make use of the fact that we have to decide between different implementations of the 
same function. This means that the absolute area requirement is less important than the 
d .. lerence in costs for those alternative implementations. This is a very important assertion. 
Depending on the kind of circuit Illat is synthesized the most optimal layout methodology may be 
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used without conflicting with previous steps in the design process. 

To summarize, the cost estimating unit should have the following features : 

- very quick 

- incremental 

- model may be indcpeodent of the actually used layout metllodology 

- relative accuracy is required 
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3. RELATED WORK 

This chapler comprises a summary of earlier research work done by others on area estimation. 
Further a summary of the most important linear ordering algorithms useful in the yet to describe 
heuristic area estimation schcme is included. This survey may help to get a better appreciation of 
the addressed problem and serve as a starting point for possible further research. 

3.1 A SURVEY OF SOME AREA ESTIMATION STUDIES 

There are mainly two approaches in the re.')earch of estimating layout area for electrical circuits. A 
theoretical approach. which conccnLrales on wirability analysis and wiring space estimation. 
Secondly an experimental, which aims at developing area estimators for some specific layout sys
te!TIS based on previous experience with these systems. In the next sections I discuss a number of 
anieles on the subject found in the available literature. 
The anieles discussing wiring space estimation for gate arrays and for custom layouts all apply a 
theoretical approach. Also the method by Kurdahi is of a theoretical nature. The work by Ueda is 
strongly experimental oriented. All methods aim at estimating the final implementation area 
needed to implement a circuit. 

3.1.1 WIRING SPACE ESTIMATION FOR GATE ARRAYS 

Two important works can be mentioned here. Heller from IBM [Heller77J has proposed a stochas
tic model for the prediction of the wiring on a one dimensional (I-D) placement of cells. Given the 
average wire length, the number of devices and the average number of connections per device, the 
model predicts the probability of successfully routing the placement within the allocated space. 

The problem of predicting the wire length distribution in regions of homogeneous logic was stu
died by Feuer [Feuer82J. The main conclusion of this work is : if the partitioning of a logic graph 
exhibits Rent's rule, then the wire length distribution is expected to be of the form q(r) ~ r-2(2-p) 

where p is Rent's exponent and r is the wire length. Rent's rule is an empirical relationship for 
plI .. :dicting the number of external connections from a given number of components in well
partitioned computer logic. The relationship was originally formulated as l=b.cP where 

- C is the number of components on a package 

- b is the average number of connections per component, and 

- p is a small positive exponent, originally fixed at '11. 

For the sake of completeness it should be mentioned that [Yehc82J and [Sastry85J also have pub
lished on the problem but I was unable to oblain any of their publications. 

3.1.2 WIRING SPACE ESTIMATION OF CUSTOM LAYOUTS 

The above works assumed that designs are laid out in the gate array design style. The problem of 
wiring space estimation of custom logic was addressed by Syed [Syed8IJ. He assumes that a 
placement of arbitrarily-sized reclangular blocks is given, along with their interconnections. He 
constructs a channel graph for the placement, where edges are the routing channels between the 
blocks and vertices are the intersections of these channels. The widths of the channels (edges of 
the graph) are then estimated using a stochastic model for wiring in which pins are assumed to be 
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generated along a channel with a Poisson distribution, and wire lengths are exponentially distri
buted_ Once this is done, the initial placement of the blocks is modified so as 10 accommodate the 
channel width estimates with minimal total displacement of the blocks. 

Routing is performed in two phases. First IOpological routes are assigned 10 wires. In the second 
phase, tracks are assigned 10 wire segments. During this phase, the placement may be further 
modified if more space than predicted is needed in some channels. This process of track assign
ment and placement modification is repeated iteratively until complete routing is achieved. Syed's 
model concentrates on estimating the area needed for global routing between the major blocks of 
the chip and does not deal with estimating the local wiring area within blocks and hence, the area 
of blocks themselves. 

Another approach to custom layout area estimation is by Ngai [Ngai83]. His model consists of a 
channel, a number of tracks allocated 10 it and a set of nets of three types: right and left nets enter
irE the channel from right and left, respectively, and center nets which are bern and die inside the 
channel. The problem is 10 estimate the routability of the channel over all possible pin pennuta
tions. 
The channel wiring is modeled as a Markovian stochastic process with state changes occurring at 
net terminals (pins). A state at a pin is defined as a quadruple of random variables representing the 
number of nets of different types up to that pin, the density at that pin being a simple function of 
these variables. The conditional transition probabilities are found and a recurrence relation is used 
10 find the state occupancy prohabilities. From these the distribution of the density function is 
determined and the routability estimated. Since this model predicts routability over all possible 
pin permutations and not the subset corresponding to 'good' placements, the predicted routability 
figures may deviate from the actual ones. 

3,1.3 GENERAL AREA ESTIMATION 

In the field of general area estimation the work of Ueda et al. [Ueda85] can be noted. It is a more 
experimental approach to the area estimation problem. The authors describe a layout system, 
ALPHA, which uses the standard cell design style and in which an area estimator, CHAMP, is 
implemented. During the floor planning process, CHAMP estimates the areas of the different stan
datd cell blocks by using empirical formulas cbtained by running numerous layout experiments on 
several designs. The area estimation figures presented for some chips are within 10% of the actual 
area. The estimation fannulas are, however, empirical in nature and no theoretical backing is pro
vided. Hence it is doubtful whether such formulas are applicable in another system. 

Kurdahi and Parker [Kurdahi851 have proposed a prohabilistic model for standard cell area esti
mation. A basic assumption made for the model is the \-D ordering and following folding place
ment technique which enables to better analyse the placement problem and therefore yields more 
confident area estimates. Another reason for making this assumption is that the I-D placement and 
folding technique is a technique that is reported 10 produce very good results. Using the number 
of wires, the total length of all cells and the average wire length an estimate for track requirement 
is calculated for a I-D placement of all cells on a single row. 
A method is presented 10 apply the single row results 10 a folded row placement which delivers 
estimates for the total track and fcedtbrough requirements. Hence, an area estimate for a standard 
cell layout chip can be made. The obtained theoretical results for !racks and feedtbroughs are 
verified on correctness and accuracy by comparing them with simulated results that do not incor
porate any approximation methods. The accuracy of the approximated formula, is found to be 
within 4%. 
A real data validation is done by comparing the model predictions 10 actual values of 'rea!' world 
c.;.;es. Six designs which were automatically layouted by the MP2D layout system [Feller781 are 
evaluated and arca estimates were found to be within 10% of the actual layouts. Although the 
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developed model uses some simple wire and wire length distributions and only two terminal nets 
are considered. the results are promising. 

3.1.4 CONCLUSIONS 

A major drawback for using the first two methods in an area estimating scheme is the assumed 
infinite chip size. Due to that, it may incorrectly model the behaviour of a real 'finite' chip ncar the 
edges. Another disadvantage of Heller's approach is the fact that the model assumes a Poisson dis
tribution for the number of wires originating at a given port, a generalisation certainly not applica
ble to every kind of circuit. 

The relation for the wire length distribution derived by Feuer requires a good partitioning of the 
large (infinite) network. This is another reason for rejecting this approach for our problem. Our 
model will have to cope with circuits of arbitrary size. Because the hardware will be assembled 
from a great number of modules. partitioning of these modules wiU cost an unfavourable extra 
amount of processing time. 

Syed's model assumes a placement, something we would like to avoid for time efficiency and gen
erality of the model. Further an iterative placement-routing procedure is applied which will cer
tainly slow down the system. 

The other method developed for custom layouts predicts routability for random placed modules 
rather than for well placed logic which will yield pessimistic estimates. The applied technique of 
considering all pin permutations makes the method useless for large circuits. 

The manner in which the formulas used in CHAMP were derived from actual layouts done by the 
system ALPHA suggests that these relations will only be useful for systems using the same layout 
methodology. However, these relations contain a great generality as Rent's rule can easily be 
derived from them. A reason for rejecting this estimating scheme is the fact that these empirical 
relations do not yield any relative accuracy in cases of minor differences between the considered 
logiC. 

Finally the probabilistic modeling by Kurdahi has some appealing characteristics. The hardware is 
r.udcled into a linear placement, a very time efficient method. The employed calculus for track 
requirement is quick and very accurate results are reported. However the method is indirect. The 
average wire length is onc of the input parameters for the estimation of the required area. I sup
pose that they get this number from the linear placement modeling. It might be more accurate to 
calculate the real density and wire requirement from this placement than gain some time efficiency 
but yielding less accurate estimates. This wire length estimate may also be calculated by theoreti
cal derived formulas. Some authors have been involved in deriving expressions for average con
nection length. Their published results, some of which are discussed later, may also be employed. 

3.2 LINEAR PLACEMENT METHODS 

Anticipating on the description of the model used for the cost estimation I will first give a sum
mary of the most interesting linear placement strategies I have found. 
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3_2-1 GRAPH THEORETIC APPROACH 

In [Fuji85] an heuristic algorilhm for one-dimensional gate assignment is proposed which is 
reported to give very good solutions. The original minimization problem is transformed into a res
tricted problem in which each connection is reslricted to be between two gates. Accordingly a ran
domly obtained placement all multipoint nets i.e. nets wilh more lhan two terminals, are substi
tuted by a sequence of 2-terminal nets. The lhus obtained new network a weighted graph <F(V,E) 
is constructed. Next, a new heuristic is applied to the restricted problem. The new algorilhm works 
on graph G in which lhe nodes (b"b,) represent lhe left most resp. lhe right most boundary of lhe 
layout region. In a first step vertices are clustered to bl and b, forming lhe sets CI and C,. In a 
second and lhird step an ordering for the vertiees in CI and in C, is determined iteratively. Finally 
all vertices of C1 and ~ in G are deleted and two super nodes are introduced. Now step 1 lhrough 
step 4 are repeated until all vertices are ordered The solution obtained by lhe algorithm is inter
preted as a solution to lhe original problem. The time complexity of lhe algorilhm is given as 
O(IVI.IEl.log lEI). The statement lhatlhe algorithm produces optimal solutions is dubious as a best 
solution is selected out of a great number of runs each wilh diffcrent initial placements. The algo
rithm can be modified to perform incremental placements. 

A totally different approach towards finding a one dimensional gate ordering is presenled in 
[Ohtsu79]. The problem is transferred into a graph-lheorctic one based on finding a minimal clique 
number augmentation in a graph. Therefor a connection graph is constructed based on lhe net list 
of lhe circuit. The task is now to find an interval graph which has lhe least clique number by 
adding a set of edges. Unfortunately, lhis problem turns out to be NP complete. To find near 
optimal solutions a number of minimal augmentations arc calculated to construct interval graphs 
based on randomly generated vertex orderings. Ohtsuki proposes an algorilhm that generates a 
minimal augmentation in O(lVI.(IEI+IFI)) time wherein F represents the set of added edges. Of the 
interval graphs wilh least clique number all dominant cliques can be listed and ordered in 
O(IVI+IEI) time to receive a gate ordering which is a semi-optimum. The proposed melhod is not 
suited for an incremental placement. 

Recently C.K. Cheng [cheng86] has proposed a linear placement algorilhm that minimizes lhe 
sum of the wire lenglhs. The method is based on the cut-tree concept of Gomory and Hu 
[Gomory61]. When lhe cut tree is a chain, lhe sequence of lhis chain is optimal in terms of lhe 
sum of wire lengths and the maximum track density is a linear placement problem [Adolphson73]. 
To make tltis melhod more suited for general graphs, decomposition algorilhms are introduced. It 
b assumed that two modules arc fixed on bolh ends of lhe line for external connection and lhat all 
nets are 2-pin nets. The max-flow min-cut melhod [Ford56] is used to find a graph partitioning 
which establishes an optimal order. The main drawback of lhe melhod is that it is not always pos
sible to partition the graph or part., of lhe graph in a useful manner. In these cases a relaxation 
scheme is used. The published expcrimenL' show lhat lhe new algorithm indeed realizes shorter 
total wire lenglhs than results published earlier. 

3.2.2 CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS 

Schuler and Ulrich [Schuler72] have proposed a two-step melhod for generating linear cell orders. 
They applied lhe method of clustering to find placements wilh near optimal results wilh respect to 
wire lenglh. A clustering value is calculated for all connected pairs of clements which is a function 
of lheir mutual connection strenglh and lheir total connectivity. Each time lhe pairs wilh lhe 
greatest clustering values are clustered. This finally delivers a clustering trcc. This tree represents 
a linear ordering which may be optimized by rotating subclusters about vertices in the tree. The 
run lime of both proposed algorithms is close to linear in the size of the network. 
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Two interesting algorithms for the linear ordering problem were published by Goto [Got077]. The 
aim of both a1goriLhms is to minimize the maximum number of interconnecting wires. Le. the den
sity of the routing channel, between circuit boards. The process of finding a solution can be 
modeled into a slate-space graph G=(V,A). This slate-space graph displays a close resemblance to 
the slate graph derived from the demand graph. From an early state a succeeding state is generated 
by adding a new module to the placement of the preceding slate. 
The first algorithm (the E-algorithm) finds a solution with a cost within a factor (HE) from the 
minimum. This is possible by allowing the algorithm to proceed with a state that has (I+E) times 
the cost of the cheapest alternative state. The cost of a Slate is defined as the minimal density 
needed to interconnect the elements characterizing the state. In this way the memory space M and 
the computation time T is reduced. For a smaller value of E, the compulation time T and memory 
requirement M tend to be larger than for a larger value of E. 
The second algorithm (the C-algorithm) always chooses the cheapest slate among the Slates 
closest to the fmal state. Selection is done over all unselected components. From experiments the 
C-algorithm appears to have 0(n2) complexity. 

In [Asan082] T. Asano presents two algorithms for gate placement of MOS one-dimensional 
arrays. Instead of searching for an optimal gate ordering, an optimal net ordering is searched for. 
Ttlo corresponding gate ordering is constructed according to the net ordering obtained. The first 
described algorithm finds an optimal solution, the second a near optimal. The optimal solution is 
found using a branch and bound method. Its complexity varies from O(n') to O(n!) in the worst 
case, where n is the number of nets. A method of node domination is used to restrict branching but 
still guarantees an optimal solution. The algorithm is described in great detail and a formal proof 
for the optimality of the approach is provided. The second algorithm uses a greedy method to find 
a ncar optimal solution. It augments a partial net ordering by choosing a best estimated net at each 
stage in O( n.log n) or O(n') time. 

Another linear placement heuristic was developed by S. Kang [Kang83]. He has presented a new 
strategy for linear ordering. One nOlable difference of this strategy from the previous ones is that it 
starts the ordering process with the most lightly connected seed (first selection) whereas most 
methods start with the most heavily connected seed. After the seed selection the ordering objective 
is to minimize the connections between already selected modules and yet-ta-be selected modules. 
It is equivalent to minimizing the number of nets crossing a cut plane (net-cuts) in a linear 
sequence, or to minimize the maximum number of net-cuts [Schweikert72]. The technique has 
been applied for standard cell, gate array and linear placement with good results [Kang83] 
[Reingold84] [Green86]. After minor modification the heuristic is suited for incremenlal use. 

3.2.3 CONCLUSIONS 

Apart from the clustering scheme of [Schuler72] all mentioned heuristics produce reasonable 
results. Asano's algorithm even delivers optimal results. Recalling the need for relative accuracy 
of the cost estimates, all kind of heuristics employing some kind of random generation are 
unfavourable. Methods working on tlle whole network of the circuit at a time usually do not allow 
for any incrcmentality. 

A general remark concerning the graph theoretic approaches is the excessive amount of overhead 
they tend to bring about, like graph modeling, adjusting and analyzing. If we only restrict to 
polynominal time heuristics only three of the discussed algorithms are suited. 

The most striking disadvanlage of Asano's approximation algorithm is that net selection is done 
over the collection of all unselected nets. Tog~ther with the fact that the number of nets in a circuit 
generally is larger than the number of components, this algorithm will be considerably slower than 
Kang's heuristic. Moreover, ful the linear sequences I generated with the Asano net ordering 
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strategy proved to be worse than those obtained with Kang's strategy. Introducing a third group of 
all possible candidates for selection will not work either. Frequently, a net not connected to 
already placcd modules must be selected 10 obtain a reasonable placement. 

But the main disadvantage of selecting nets is the inevitable accompanying component selection. 
If a net is selected, the unplaced modules connected to this net will be considered in a next selec
tion step. These modules are the first to join the partial placement. This however does not resemble 
most placements. In a linear placement there are often nets that span a lot of components without 
actually having a terminal on them. These spanned components are connected to fill-in nets. Fig
ure 3.1 shows a placement with spanning and fill-in nets. 
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Figure 3.1. Spanning nets and fill-in nets. 

The use of an intermediate collection of modules among which a best suited next module for the 
placement is selected is a clever enhancement of the C-algorithm by Ooto. I expect the latter 10 
have smaller complexity becau.<e of the conside:able shoner selection effon needed. For all rea
sons described I chose Kang's linear ordering algorithm to do the placement. 

It should be pointed out here that the previous described heuristics all aim at obtaining near 
optimal results. In a recent publication lDea87] it is shown that there are however families of 
problem instances for which the ratio of tracks required by these heuristics to the optimal value is 
unbouoded. This result holds for any heuristic algorithm. In the same article it was shown that, 
unless P = NP, no polynomial-time layout algorithm can ensure that the number of tracks it 
requires never exceeds k plus the optimum, for any constant k. 
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4. MODEL PROPOSAL 

From the conclusions drawn in the previous chapter it is clear that none of the described area 
estimating schemes fully provided the features we need for our system. For that reason we have to 
develop our own approach that must satisfy as many of the features, we derived earlier, as possi
ble. 

To cope with the great complexity of estimating the wire length distribution in real physical lay
outs and to provide for a possibility to use earlier estimates for the calculation of new costs the cir
cuit will be represented by a model. By adopting a model in stead of considering the real physical 
configuration of the circuit the problem is sim:>lified but nearly always at the expense of accuracy. 
Details often characterising the original configuration are left out in the model. However a good 
model will allow for a considerably smaller complexity in representing a large variety of circuits. 
Moreover. in many cascs nothing or little is known about the circuit structure so that we are forced 
to represent reality by a model. 

In the next section the model is further explained together with the motivation for its choice. As 
the hardware will consist of standard cells this design methodology on which our model is based, 
is briefly pointed out in the sccond section. 

4.1 ASSUMPTIONS 

The occupied area on a chip consists of the total module area and the wiring area. The wiring area 
is the area needed by the wires to interconnect the different modules. The total module area is sim
ply the sum of the separate module areas. The di:nension of a channel is determined by the length 
of the adjacent cell rows and the ~umber of tracks needed for successfully routing the adjacent cell 
rows. The number of tracks needed largely depends on the placement of the modules. An optimal 
placement will yield minimal channel density and thus minimal chip area. For our area estimating 
seheme we do not want to do t~e actual placement as it will take to much processing time. More
over, the estimates arc needed to chose between different hardware configurations and above all 
Lhings a good relative accuracy :5 required. Nevertheless we need some data on the wire distribu
tion to estimate the space needed fo· interconnections. All this gives rise to the first two assump
tions. 

The hardware is modeled in~o a one-dimensional placement. The occupied area 
is the sum of the area required by the cells (i.e. the height of the cells 
times sum of the module widths) and the area required for wiring the 
cells (see figure 4.1). 

As only the relative accuracy of the estimates is important no folding of the 
1-D placement is needed for modeling the placemenL 

The reasons for modeling the placement this way is that l-D placement has been known to pro
duce very good results (e.g. [Kang83] [Ueda85] [Schulern] [Supowit83] [Feller78]) and it is fast 
method to obtain a circuit structure and thus estimates for wiring area. 

It was a design objective to use a bit-slice layout methodology. Consequently, synthesising 
hardware is now possible by considering only one bit-slice and thus avoiding a lot of network data 
that is similar for each slice. The final design can be generated out of this single bit-slice. This bit
sliced approach lead, to a third imporlant assumption. 
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Figure 4.1. Required area for one slice. 

Only a one-dimensional placement for one bit-slice is needed. The 101a1 area 
is the arca occupied by one bit-slice times the width of the datapath. 

Now that we have chosen for a I-D placement, the task is 10 find a linear placement method that 
satisfies our object function. Turning 10 figure 4.1 it is obvious that the object function should 
result in a minimal track requirement For the number of tracks determines the width of the top 
channel and thus has a great impact on the total width of the layout. In the next chapters this model 
will be further worked out together with its Common Lisp implementation. 

4.2 BIT SLICES AND STANDARD CELL METHODOLOGY 

As mentioned in the previous section the hardware may finally be constructed out of bit slices. In 
this technique functional elements as registers, multiplexers and operators are composed of bit
wise units. These bit-wise units, also called organelles are "glued" together in one direction to 
f"no word-length units, which are then bussed together in the other direction. Data paths of any 
desired width may be created using these organelles. Figure 4.2 shows how such a bit sliced struc
ture is organized. The data path in the picture runs horizontally while control signals approach 
from below. 

The organeUes wili he implemented using standard celis. This design methodology uses a library 
of prcdesigned cells. These cells usually have the same height, but different widths depending on 
the complexity of the function they have to realize. When placed together, the cells will abut verti
cally so that their power, ground (and sometimes global clock) lines will be connected automati
cally. Other signals are available on pins situated on top and bottom of the cells. In many cases 
cells are designed so that any cell signal is available on equivalent pins on top and bottom of the 
cell thereby giving the designer the freedom of connecting on the top or on the botlOm. These celis 
are called double entry cells. The cells are arranged in rows of near equal sizes. The spaces 
between adjacent rows arc called channels. Channels arc used to route the signal wires betwecn 
the cells. 

Routing between non-adjacent rows can be achieved by using feedthroughs which consist of cells 
whose input and output pins are electrically equivalent Feedthroughs are inserted in a row to per
wit multirow signals to be routed across the row instead of going around it. The placement pro
cedure for standard cell layouts consists of assigning cells to rows (i.e. partitioning the design) and 
of assigning locations to cells within a row (i.e. finding a 'good' permutation of the cells in the 
row). In [Richard84] the most common tcchniques arc described. It should be pointed out here 
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Figure 4.2. A bit-slice organised data path. 

tliat in a bit sliced layout the cells only need to be ordered in one row. The feedthroughs in the 
latter layout style will nearly always be due to control lines. 
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5. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

In this chapter the proposed model is worl<ed out further. The linear ordering heuristic is described 
in detail and adaptations for incremental use are proposed. 

5.1 PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE 

The hardware genera"" scans the state graph level by level. At each level st.1tes represent dif
ferent hardware implementations. All circuit and accompanying infonnation is stored in these 
states. The cost calculating tool can be called from each state and at that moment operates on 
infonnation characteristic for that state. The tool is unaware of other implementations belonging to 
other states as it has no storage function what so ever. When costs afC calculated for a new 
hardware implementation these are passed back to the hardware synthesizer together with updated 
model data. This model data is only of importance to the cost calculating tool. In the next it will 
also referred to as the cost environment. The cost environment is stored in the state. This cost 
environment, which enables for an incremental cost calculation, will be passed back to the cost
tool when new cost ealculations are needed. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of the iterative cost 
estimating program. 

new data structures 

critical 
path 

analysis 

output interface 

Figure 5.1. Program architecture. 

The hardware generator provides the cost-tool with circuit changes together with the matching 
environment. The internal data fannalling is done to process input data for following tools and sets 
up data structures nceded for internal use. On the affected items of the new circuit a critieal path 
analysis is done. In parallel the new placement for the adjusted circuit is constructed. From the 
newly obtained placement and delay the costs for the current circuit arc derived. Finally the costs 
and environment data is passed back to the hardware generator. 
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5.2 CIRCUIT ALTERATIONS 

During the hardware generation implementations for new demand graph nodes arc inserted in the 
already synthesised circuit. To realize those insertions. two basic operations are necessary. the first 
the combination of adding and/or eXlending (in the following referred to as extension). the other 
the rerrwval of circuit parts. With both operations all circuit changes can be covered. For reasons 
of efficiency. a third operation. the subslilution was introduced. For a Dumber of reasons explained 
lMer we may want to exchange an already present operator with an operator capable of realizing 
the same or even a larger set of functions. If the set of old terminal connections also fits on the 
new operator a substitution of the old operator for the new one is possible. The order of execution 
is determined as : 

1. removals 

2. substitutions 

3. extensions 

In the next sections these three operations will be forther explained together with their implemen
tation. 

5.2.1 CIRCUIT EXTENSION 

The most frequently occurring change to a circuit is the addition of circuit parts. There are basi
cally four possible extensions to a circuit which will occur in combination with each other. 

a new net is introduced 

- a new module is introduced 

- an existing net is extended 

- a new net is connected to a free terminal of an existing module 

A new net will always be connected to new or a!ready present modules. An existing net may also 
be extended with both new or already present modules. Circuit extensions must be passed to the 
input in a list. called addilion of all affected and new nets (see figure 5.2). 

extension 

Figure S.2. List of circuit extensions. 

This list has the same format as the actual net list describing the whole circuit. Nets are mentioned 
i·, their new configuration. AffeciCd nets are nets that have been extended or that experienced a 
change in onc or more of their connected modulcs. Because substitutions and deletions are dealt 
with separately the nets they affect should not be mentioned in the "addition" list. Nets to which 
components are added and deleted must be mentioned in both lists. 

5.2.2 CIRCUlT REMOVALS 

As an effect of both extensions and substitutions old hardware may loose its function. Connections 
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and modules which used to be essential in the data path may have been substituted by more 
efficient and powerful subcircuits. The superfluous parts are removed from the net list by the 
remove operation. The following cases may occur, often in combination with each other: 

- a module is removed 

- all or part of a net is removed 

When a module is removed all connected nets are affected in that they loose one terminal. If one 
or a few terminals of a net are to be removed and the associated modules will not be removed, 
both net and modules loose terminals. The deletion of a whole net means that all connected 
modules loose terminals. Requests for removals are passed to the input in a list called deletions. 
This list contains all the nets that are affected by a removal together with all the modules that 
remain connected to the net (see figure 5.3). 

deletion : 

delete-paIr: 

~net-nam. ~mOdUl.:name ~ 

Figure 5.3. List of circuit removals. 

A net that disappears all together will be associated with an empty list. 

5.2.3 MODULE SUBSTITUTIONS 

In many cases it is favourable to reuse hardware already present in the cireuit. In general the most 
optimal and thus smallest and cheapest module instantiations are used to implement functions. As 
a consequence it will often occur that earlier synthesized operators, multiplexers or registers do 
not meet the specifications needed for the current implementation of a function. Instead of imple
menting a new and more powerful module next to the first instantiation. the latter could be 
exchanged for a more powerful instantiation that also suits the current implementation step. 

The main constraint for substitution is that the new module connects to all the wires that were con
nected to the substituted module before the substitution operation took place. This constraint 
guarantees that the cireuit environment of the regarded module remains unchanged and makes the 
s',hstitution an efficient operation. To meet the constraint it will often be necessary to combirte the 
substitution with both removal and extension. A substitution request is passed to the input in a list 
called substitutions which lists the names of all substituted e\ements. 
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5.3 PLACEMENT AND RETRACTION 

In this section the linear placement algorithm is pointed out. In the following sections issues 
related to this algorithm are further worked out. 

5.3.1 BUILDING A LINEAR SEQUENCE 

I chose the heuristic described by Kang to do the linear placement. It is straight forward and pro
vides better placements than the already mentioned heuristic of Asano. In this section the algo
rithm will be described in detail. 

5.3.1.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND STRATEGY 

The problem is, given a circuit consisting of components (sometimes called modules, cells, ele
ments, etc. ) interconnected with nets. put the components in a linear sequence so that the number 
of nets cut by a plane separating two adjacent components is minimized. The concept used is basi
cally equivalent to the net-cut model first described in [Schwiekert72]. 

Given a set of components, the algorithm selects one component at a time to build a linear 
sequence. The selection is done so that a selected component minimizes the net-cuts. During the 
process, the components arc divided into three groups, i.e. IN set, ACl1VE set and OUT set. These 
groups are defined as follows: 

IN = [ iii is a selected component } 

ACTIVE = [ a I a is a non-selecled component connected to an active net} 

OUT = [ c I c is a component not in IN nor in ACTIVE} 

active nets are defined as 

active-nets = [ n I n is net from item in IN to item in ACTIVE or OUT} 

The IN set contains the components already selected. The ACTIVE set contains the possible candi
dates for selection. The rest belongs to the OUT set. Thus the main process is to select a com
ponent in ACl1VE and move it to IN followed by properly updating both other sets. The IN set is 
initially empty and the OUT set becomes empty after final selection. 

The nets coming out of IN are called active. Net-cuI is the number of active nets. The components 
connected to active nelS but not in the IN set are active. The set of active components is the 
ACTIVE set. Selection of active components is done from ACTIVE during the process. After each 
selection and move, all sets are updated properly. 

Since ACTIVE is empty at the beginning, a component is selected from OUT. It is called the seed. 
The secd is the most lightly connected one in the set. As will be shown in a later section with 
examples, selecting a proper seed is important to meet the objective of minimizing net-cuts. It is 
the seed selection which makes this ordering scheme unique. If ACTIVE becomes empty during 
the process, a new seed is selected in the same manner. 
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5.3.1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 

Based on the strategy described above, a linear ordering algorithm is prescnted. The detailed 
explanations on each step follow the description of the outline of the algorithm. 

ALGORITHM: 

OUT := { all components} step I 
while OUT not empty 

seed := lightest component from OUT step 2 
move seed from OUT 10 IN 
move all newly active components from OUT 10 ACTIVE step 3 
while ACTIVE not empty 
select choice from ACTIVE that minimizes #active-nets step 4 
move choice from ACTIVE to IN 
move all newly active components from OUT to ACTIVE 
end; 

end; 

At step 1, nothing is active. All components are in OUT, and IN and ACTIVE are empty. 

Step 2 is the seed sclection. The weight of a component is defined as the number of olher com
ponents connected to it. A seed is the lightcs1 one in the sct This choice is guided by the 'rim of 
reducing the number of net-cuts. 

When a component selected from OUT or ACTIVE is put into IN it tears all connected modules 
that are in OUT to ACTIVE. Those connected components that were already present in ACTIVE 
stay there. See figure S.4.a and S.4.b. 

a b 

Figure 5.4. Set updating. 

The nets connected to a component present in ACTIVE can be divided in three classes obtained by 
the situation before this component is actually selected. 
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I. Nets that become newly active (new net). 

2. Nets that kecp being aclive (continuing net). 

3. Nets which terminate the state of being active (terminating net). 

Before the component is selected. a new net is a connection between the selected component in 
ACfIVE and OUT or other components in ACTIVE. A terminating net is connected to only the 
selected component in ACTIVE, but may have several connections to components in IN. A con
tinuing net has one or more terminals to modules in IN and to at least 2 modules in ACfIVE (figure 
5.5). 

terminating net 
new net 

Figure 5.5. Different nets. 

After the component is selected and moved from OUT or ACTIVE to IN, a new net brings in new 
components to ACTIVE from OUT, except when this net only has connections within ACTIVE. A 
(...c.Jtinuing net does not affect any set, but may change itself to a terminating net. A terminating 
net now completely belongs to IN and is dropped from further consideration. This update which 
also occurs in the second while loop is done in step 3. 

In step 4 a component is selected from ACl1VE if it is not empty. A net gain is defined for a com
ponent in this group as the number of new nets minus the number of terminating nets. The follow
ing rules are proposed by Kang for the selection of components from ACTIVE. 

1. First select a component with minimum net gain. 

2. For a tie, select one with larger number of terminating nets. 

3. For a tic, select one with larger number of continuing nets. 

4. If tic again, selecllighter one. 

5.3.2 INITIAL SEED SELECTION 

Kang defines the weight of an element as the number of other elements connected to it He pro
poses to choose the most lightly connected element as initial seed. But considering the object func
tion of minimizing the number of active nets all the time, the element with the least number of 
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connected nets would be a better choice. To detennine the importance of the initial seed I ran a 
number of experiments with several random logic circuits, varying in complexity from 31 modules 
and 32 nets up to 166 modules and 171 nets. These experiments show that the initial seed indeed 
has a very large influence on final placement results. The differences in required tracks and net 
area for different seeds are on average 32 and 36 percent. Details of these results are presented in 
table 1 and table 2 of Appendix B. As is shown in table 1 often close to optimal seeds are among 
the modules with the smaUest number of connected modules (old seed), but in this group also very 
poor seeds were found. 

Motivated by these disappointing results I have tried to devise a bener initial seed selcction rule. 
As no correlation could be distinguished between the primary module properties (#connectcd 
modules, #Connected nets) and the final placement results, I tried to find one considering the total 
circuit. 

If the seeds resulting in fine placements are situated on a ""IP of the circuit diagram it is striking 
that they are not homogeniously distributed over this map, rather they appear to be grouped in 
several clusters. Now let the circuit be represented as a connection graph, the nodes representing 
the circuit modules the edges their interconncctions. A linear sequence of the circuit modules can 
be represented in this graph by drawing a new line visiting the consecutive elements starting with 
the seed and finishing with the tail element of the sequence. Let the circuit be partioned in clusters 
so that the number of nets passing from one partition to another is minimized. Many good place
ments represented as such in the graph have the property that the line selectively scans the clusters 
rather than randomly visiting them. In appendix C this is illustrated. Observation of the relation of 
this line and the partitions led to the next statement. 

Statement I : 
When a line of a path connecting the consecutive elements of a 
good linear placement enters a partition it will not leave this partition 
unless all elements of the partition have been visited. 

In a visual display of a good placement it is also easy to distinguish clusters and stragglers, ele
ments that are difficult to assign to any partition. In figure 5.6 five clusters are placed. Element P2 
is a typical straggler. 

I II I II I I Inn I 
I Ii I I nn n I nnll l I I I 

nllrnnll" I I II Ihll n 
nI I I I 11111 II I Inn I nnll I nnl I I 

\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.\.1. i.\.\.\.\.I.\.\.\.\. \.\.\.\.\. \.\·\.\.\·1.\ 
Figure 5.6. Linear placement of well structured circuit. 

The consequences of the previous statement give rise for the next asscrtmcot. 

So the problem now is to choose a first partition that minimizes the LOtal net length. Once a 
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Statement 2 : 
Considering only the circuit partitions and not the individual modules, a 
good placement can be obtained by selecting the most lightly connected 
partition first and successively selecting the partitions that yield minimal 
net cuts. 

partition is selected we only need to consider the elements contained in it. A seed has to be chosen 
from this group after which the rest of the modules can be placed according to the placement algo
rithm. Then a next partition must be selected. For this a refinement must be provided to the selec
tion rules used for modules. From already plaeed modules active wires emerge. These nets may 
have terminals in several unselectcd partitions. Similar to the module selection scheme, it is possi
ble to divide nets into terminating, continuing and new nets. Selection of a partition may also be 
done by comparing quantities of these nets, however the aspect that partitions do not necessarily 
need to be of equal sizes must be taken into account. In figure 5.7 is shown that it is better to select 
partition A instead of partition B which should normally have been selected according Kang's 
rules if partition S is the seed partition. 

~----, , 

Figure 5.7. Selecting circuit partitions. 

, , 

This upgraded linear placcment algorithm is not suited for incremental use. However the 
knowledge that natural circuit partitions arc of great importance to a fine placement is useful to 
predict the performance of a placement algorithm. 

Demand graph nodes can be mapped on several hardware implementations, each of which may be 
considered as a strongly connected piece of hardware. Hence, they can be considered as circuit 
partitions. Each time a demand graph node is implemented a new circuit partition is supplied to 
the circuit. Assume for a moment that no hardware is ever used twice. Then a complete analogue 
exists between the circuit extension with a partition and with a single module. The added partitions 
may also have a strong connection to partitions at the tail of the placement or to other partitions 
somewhere in the placement. To maintain placement consistency partitions should be removed 
starting at the tail until all affected ones are unplaced. Consequently, a replacement can be done. 

In real hardware synthesis however. an objective is to reuse existing hardware as much as possi
b:~. As a result large partitions will not remain the same during the whole synthesizing process. 
Individual modules or small groups will remain unchanged. 

The selection of an initial seed on the module level is not satisfactory. The connectivity informa
tion associated with each module gives no insight in the total circuit structure. An hierarchical 
approach to the linear placement restores this lack of information. Kernighan and Lin [Ker
nighan72J have proposed a powerful graph partitioning algorithm that takes O( n'logn) time. The 
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partitions obtained are of constraint sizes. The algorithm has already successfully been used by 
Breuer [Breuer77] for his min-cut placement algorithm. 

Based on the importance of partitions I have devised an other seed selection rule. 

- F"1I"St select the module with the smallest number secondary nets. 

- For a tie, select one wilh smaller number of primary nets. 

A primary net of a component is a net directly connected to the module where as a secondary 
net is a net that is connected to the connected modules of the regarded component and that is not 
a primary net. The idea behind the revised selection rules is that modules that lie in the "center" of 
the circuit usually will have more nets around. 

h appendix D a comparison is made between placements obtained with the original seed selection 
rule and results by applying the new rules. On average the new rules give an improvement of 4% 
in total net length and 6% in the number of tracks. The new placements obtained are still 8 percent 
worse than those resulting from the best seed. 

5.3.3 GLOBAL NETS 

The advantage of the Kang approach over the C-algorithm lies in the use of the special selection 
group for components. The anticipated better performance is achieved for a large number of cir
cuits. However, difficulty arises when heavily connected or global nets exist in the circuit. With 
global nets we identify nets that interconnect different parts of the circuit or stated in terms of the 
partitioning approach of the previous section, nets that interconnect different module clusters. On 
the other hand, nets which are interual to clusters are called local nets. Figure 5.8 shows an exam
ple that is somewhat exaggerated to show the difference between global and local nets. 

globa I net 

Figure 5.8. Local and global nets. 

Now we examine how global nets affect the placement algorithm. If a net exists that is connected 
to a lot of circuit clusters then the selection of a connected component makes all the other con
nected components belonging to different clusters active. This means that AC"IlVE will contain 
components of many different clusters. This jumbling of natural clusters may influence placement 
in a negative sense. Obviously large nets will pull a lot of components to ACflVE and so slow 
down the selection process. On the other hand, nets interconnecting several clusters may impose a 
natural order. 

If there is a net connected to all components, by selecting a seed, all components become active. 
however. since a net is connected to all components. its contribution to nct-cuts will not be 
affected by any ordering. This implies that it is no usc to consider this ncl in the process. 
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The impact of global nets on the average size of ACTIVE was revealed through an experiment. A 
net was defined global if more than a predetermined number of connected components were still 
not active, i.e. in OUT. Results are presented in appendix E. 

So far the problems concerning global nets may seem of minor importance. They merely affect the 
selection time. The global nets gain importance when contemplated in reiation with our yet to 
describe munch strategy. An extension to a global net, something very likely to happen, will cause 
nc.lrly the entire placement to be destroyed and replaced. This would be wastefull. In order to save 
the program performance it is extremely important to identify these nets. There are several possi· 
bilities to handle them: 

- These nets could be made transparent to the cost calculating. An obvious manner would be not 
to insert these nets in the net list passed to the input Another to chop them in smaller entities 
and thus to prevent their negative impact 

- A detection mechanism could be devised to trace global nets. 

- A third way, and perhaps the most efficient, is to mark these nets already during the synthesis 
process as in this phase more information about the circuit structure is available. 

I have introduced a global variable called ·global·netsize· that determines the minimum weight of 
a global net. Only lighter nets will be considered in the munch operation. Setting this parameter at 
a high value will hardly yield any performance increase. On the other hand a too small value will 
result in only minor munch operations and terrible incremental placements. Some additional tun· 
ing is required to achieve maximal performance. 

5 :>'.4 UPDATE PLACEMENT 

Earlier the need for an incremental cost calculation tool was expressed. As the hardware genera· 
tion process is essentially incremental, calculation effon may be redueed by using pan or all of the 
results obtained for previous implementations. 

When new hardware is created on top of the already existing partial implementation, this new 
hardware has to be inserted into the linear sequence representation of the old circuit. The most 
simple and straight forward way is to place the expanded circuit from scratch. This is efficient 
when circuits are small because only little overhead is needed. But as the hardware synthesis pro· 
cess progresses and circuits become more and more complex this approach becomes uneconomic. 
In these cases it would be profitable to use costs and placement calculated for the preceding cir· 
cuit. The additional storage and computing time is now amply compensated by incremental pro· 
cessing. Finally a new revised placemcnt of components for the new extended circuit must be 
obtained, hence the need for placemcnt updating. 

Usually the supplementary hardware is connected to the existing circuit. This implies that new 
and extended nets can be connected to i~ modules and nets may be added anywhere. Moreover, 
nets and modules can be removed, modules ean be substituted for others having different area or 
envelope properties etc.. In detail, the old placement may be considerably shattered and may need 
a major update. And even after an update the issue of consistency arises. With consistency is 
meant that cost results for two implementations originating from two different implementation 
paths should be the same if these implementations are equal. Referring to the hardware generation 
example of chapter 2 the cost, calculated for both comparable states should be the same. 

To get to a better appreciation of the notion of consistency with respect to the problem addressed, 
the impaets of network changes on already existing placements are examined in the next. Updating 
strategies, taking into account this idea, are proposed. To contrast with these strategies some 
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examples of rather unfavourable updating strategies are presented. 

5.3_4.1 FALSESTARTS 

One possible approach could be to take care of any deletions and substitutions and modify costs 
a",'ordingly. Next the new hardware can be placed at the tail of the old placement. The costs for 
the new subeircuit and extended old nets are determined and added with previous updated costs. 
The total is returned. 

Still another method could be to do substitutions and deletions firs~ then place the new hardware 
at the tail of the old placement, and calculate new costs from scratch by going over the updated 
placement 

Both approacbes ignore the fact that the cost of an implementation beavily depends on the linear 
placement 

5.3.4.2 CONSISTENT LINEAR PLACEMENT 

As substiwtions do not change the circuit cnvironment they can simply be executed by changing 
the old module name in the sequence to the new name. 

Deletions have a more severe impact on the placement, they change tbe circuit structure. Any 
d~:etion, net or module, will make previously connected modules lighter. Remembering the 
module selection rules of our adopted linear placement algorithm, a lighter module is preferred 
over beavier modules if their first three selection properties are equal. And when a net is removed 
from a module times even get worse. This will translate in a smaller net gain and therefore the 
module is even more likely to be selected earlier in the sequence. 

For circuit extensions we first consider the case that a new module is connected to an existing 
module. The old module will grow heavier and therefore would never be chosen earlier in the 
sequence, rather later unless preceding modules also became heavier. As a consequence the new 
module is likely to be selected a position further from the head of the sequence than the already 
placed module it is connected with. A second impact comes from existing modules that receive 
new connected nets. These modules grow heavier and consequently increase their net gain. For 
this reason they have a very large probability to be selected later by a succeeding placement 
operation. . 

On the basis of these observations an updating strategy is devised that takes into account the dis
rupting circuit mutations: 
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ALGORITHM: 

OUT := ( all new components ) 
group := ( all affected existing components ) 
while group not empty 

remove component from tail of placement 
if component in group 

remove component from group 
Ii 
move component to OUT 

end; 
order components in OUT at tail placement 

The proposed method exploits the fact that modules connected to new modules or nets grow 
heavier and therefore have no chance of an earlier selection in the sequence than was the case dur
ing the last placement. Furthermore, if the expectation that new modules are often connected to 
pieces of hardware added in the previous synthesis step is justified, the module removal operation 
will often be limited to the tail, and thus reducing replacement time considerably. The alarming 
effects of deletions can be reduced by the actions induced by circuit extensions. As deletions are 
expected often to go hand in hand with circuit extensions the idea may be justified that circuit 
changes due 10 deletions will be embedded in the extension regions. Consequently deletions will 
not affect the circuit as much as previously fcared. 

Three updating strategies that take into account the model consistency are described below. 

5.3.5 STRATEGIES 

The first strategy follows all aspects of the previous proposal. Delete the appropriate module in the 
linear sequence and slOre all the modules in the circuit that are directly affected by these actions. 
Then exchange modules for substitutes, if any. From the list that represents the extensions, new 
and affected modules can be distinguished. Now, repeatedly elements are removed from the tail 
until all affected modules have vanished. To prepair for a consecutive placement operation all 
modules connected with active nets coming out of the munched sequence are collected in 
ACFIVE, the others are placed in OUT. 

Observation learned that the first strategy tends 10 be to rigorous. In general most of the removed 
elements returned at exactly the same place after replacement. Close observation learns that only 
those modules connected to a new net or whose nets have grown remarkably heavier get new 
places. They arc selected later, what can be expected reminding the module selection rules. 
Hence, a modification of the previous method. Now, instead of removing all the affected modules 
only those are removed that connect to a new nel 

Stili another method to increase the speed of the commutating algorithm is to consider the number 
of tracks while munching the placement. The retraction is done in two scans, both considering the 
interval starting with the first affected module and running 10 the tail of the placement. In the first 
scan the first module position is located for which the number of actual tracks plus the number of 
new nets passing is equal to the maximum number of tracks required up to that place (see figure 
5.9). 

If no such module is found the new hardware is placed at the tail, otherwise the placement is 
munched up to the located module. It is clear that this method is unsuited to calculate costs used 
for dcciding between two comparable implementations. Though they may prove useful to produce 
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Figure 5_9_ Model with track profile. 

estimates for different implementations. 

5-4 COST CALCULATION 

TAIL PLACEMENT 

In calculating the costs for a linear ordering obtained by the previousl y described commuting algo
rithm there are a few interesting approaches to consider. 

A first and most straight forward method is to calculate the implementation costs for the 
whole ordering from scrateh each time the cost function is called. For this method only the 
old placement must be stored and returned by the hardware generator. As the component 
ordering part of the cost function has the largest complexity this meillod will not dramati
cally increase the running lime. However if circuits grow very large the actual cost calcula
tion time may exceed Ille time required for incremental ordering. 

If apart from old placement also old implementation costs are returned incremental cost calcula
ten is possible. Here we can distinguish two different approaches. 

If only the final cost of the old implementation is returned this cost must be first reduced 
with the cOSt of the part of the old placement that is munched. Together with the following 
placement operation this reduced cost can cumulatively be updated. Finally the new place
ment and according cost arc reWIned to the hardware generator. This method has the 
advantage that it requires only small additional memory space and it, calculation complex
ity is a constant. 

Each time a component is added to the linear sequence during placement the costs are 
cumulatively updated. If these cumulative costs are stored with the according components 
in the placement the burden of decrementing costs while munching may be left out. Here 
computational complexity is improved at the expense of storage requirement 

Accommodations for both incremental methods are build in. The Hrst one only requires the storage 
of the old final costs and according placement while the second method also needs the costs asso
ciated with all the other components. Selection of a method is possible by flagging with unre
quired input variables. 
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5.5 PROGRAM COMPLEXITY 

As the cost function will be called vcry frequently during the hardware synthesis its computational 
complexity is important. Let us first dctcnninc the average number of connected modules to a 
so!ccted component. The selection properties of these modules will need updating. Let a circuit be 
characterized by the following parameters: 

n number of nets 

m number of modules 

average number of net terminals, i.e. net weight 

Consequently a module will have n. tim nets connected to it. Thus a selected component from 
OUT or ACTIVE on average will pull (t-l).tn/m components to ACTIVE. 

Now a selected component from ACTIVE on the avemge will affect 

1. n.(t - I ).t 

2 m 

other components in ACTIVE or OUT. The affected elements in OUT move to ACTIVE, so they 
aii will need selection property updating. At step 4 of the ordering algorithm a component in 
ACTIVE is selected on the basis of these properties. Therefore the values of these properties have 
to be determined before the selection takes place. Only the affected components have properties 
that may have changed, and need updating. The complexity of the selection property updating 
function is determined as 

O( -'!. . i') 
m 

Consequently the order of steps to perform to update the properties of all affected components will 
be: 

For circuits that have far more nets than components or that have many nets with a large number 
of terminals the algorithm will be slow. However on average nlm and t are small constants and 
t~I:tS average run-time will not be affected by the circuit size. 

Selection is done among all components in ACTIVE and therefore is dependent on the average 
size of ACTIVE. To determine this size we use an expression for the estimated number of tmcks 
E{d(x»). For the derivation of this expression the reader is referred to chapter 6 where a proba· 
bilistic model for area estimation is described. The variables W , P and q are also explained there. 
On average 1/2. (t - I) components per active net reside in ACTIVE, so 

I ACTIVE I = 1..(t-1). I active nets I 
2 



= 1 (t-l) I:E[d(x») 
2 W x=1 
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w 
L(qx+qW-x+I») 
~:1 

Expanding this geometric sequence and assuming W very large yields 

I ACTIVE I = l.. (t-l).n 
2 W.p.q 

For a circuit the IOta! number of nets is usually strongly correlated with the number of modules. 
The number of modules on its tum determines the length of the linear sequence and thus W. 
Hence we may write 

n=a.m=a.b.W in which a and b are constants. 

1 
and with t being constant and {= P we find 

I ACTIVE I 
J 
r 

{-I 

In [Donath79] the average wire length for a linear placement of a circuit with large partitions is 
found 10 be r CV. in which C is the number of component.' in a good circuit partition and v is 
Rent's exponent. Thus for the average size of ACTIVE we can write 

I ACTIVE I CV 

The other steps in the linear ordering algorithm have simple linear complexity. The running-time 
of the placement algorithm therefore is proportional to m. CV. Figure S.lO shows how run-time is 
related to circuit size. The circuits considered are described in table 4 of appendix D. The com
plexity of the retraction function largely depends up on the kind of circuit and the order in which 
this circuit is synthesized. As previously pointed out cluster based synthesizing is favourable. 

5.6 CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS 

The hardware generator needs infonnation about the time spent by signals 10 propagate from one 
register to another as this limits the clock frequency of the circuit. Only those signal paths in the 
logic affected by circuit modifications are considered, using the intennediate path delay values 
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Figure S.10. Run time of cost calculation program. 

stored with every module. 

At the start of a clock cycle, values stored in the registers are put out. The delay of signals is 
defined to be zero at the register outputs. The signal passes through logic, is processed together 
with other signals and finally reaches a register input The input signals of a module with more 
than one input usually do not arrive at the same time. Small time delays may be due to different 
lengths of signal paths which will not be further regarded here. Considerably larger delays are 
introduced by other modules. At each module a signal passes it suffers a certain delay. The total 
delay introduced by passing a module depends on the specific delay of the device added with the 
time the signal has to wait for other signals to appear at the other inputs. The maximum delay an 
i.J'lyut can experience is stored with each module. 

Finally, all signals will reach the register inputs. The total signal delays are stored at the register 
inputs. The largest value of these input delays regarding all the registers determines the maximal 
clock frequency. The path traversed by this signal is.called the critical path. 

The removal of a module will affect the previous connected modules on a lower logic level. First 
the modules althc next logic depth arc fe-evaluated. This is done by checking the maximum value 
of their input signals. H this value is changed the modules connected at a lower logic level are con
sidered. This process goes on until no maximum value changes any morc or the signals have 
reached the registers. A substituted module will only affect its connected parts at lower logic lev
els. The same procedure described above is followed. Network extensions resort in more updating. 
First the signal delays at thc inputs must be determined before any maximum delay is stored. 
These input delays are obtained form the maximum delay values stored with connected elements 
on a higher logic level. Subsequently, the earlier described process updates the maximal values of 
the lower logic levels. 

After all maximum time delay values have been updated all the delay values of the registers are 
scanned and the largest delay found is returned. 
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6. PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR AREA ESTIMATION 

In this chapter a different area estimating scheme is presented based on a probabilistic medel 
[Kurdahi851. I bave implemented and done some incremental experiments with this method. As 
the calculatcd cost for an implementation with this method was found to be a good indication of 
the circuit size this scheme seems suited for cost calculation. The fact that the model expects a 
value for the average connection length between its components, makes this method extremely 
suited for cost calculation of very large circuits in which this length is practically constant There
fore an outline of the model is presented and an equation is presented to calculate the average wire 
length in a circuit assuming a linear array of well placed logic. 

6.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The hardware will be laid out in bit slices consisting of standard cells. Not taking into account the 
control lines crossing the slice, the area of a slice is determined by the sum of the individual sizes 
of the used modules. The wiring channel area depends on the number of tracks needed to route the 
slice. Here we present a simple probabilistic model to estimate the track requirement. Without 
loss of generality we make the following assumptions about this bit sliced layout. 

- The cells are arranged in one row. 

- Cells have pins to which wires can be connected 

- All cells have constant pin pitch which is defined as the distance between two consecutive pins 
or pin slots. The cell width is an integer multiple of the pin pitch. As a result the cell widths 
will be expressed in pin pitches. For example. a cell may be five pitches wide and have two 
pins. one at pin position (slot) 2. the second at pin slot 4. If the pin pitch is taken as the unit 
length in which the cell library expresses the cell dimensions no conversion is needed. 

All nets are Iwo point nels (Le. connccting exactly two pins). In real physical circuit' nets eon
ncet often more than two modules, hence the need for modelling multi terminal ncL~ as two pin 
nets. 

Figure 6.1 gives a view of the row model. 

2 point net 

1 • • I • 
1 2 w 

wire pin wire 
born slot dead 

Figure 6.1. The row model. 

As a consequence of the previous assumptions the module sequence is transformed into a row of 
pin slots where the distance between two adjacent slots is equal to the pin pitch. A pin slot is occu
pied if a wire emerges from it. The total number of pin slots in the row. i.e. the sum of the widths 
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of all cells, in pin pitches, is W. Further take the total number of two pin wires to be N. 

For the next exposition we make the following additional assumptions: 

- Pin slots are labelled 1,2, ... ,W from left to right. 

- Wires travel from left to right. A wire starting at a pin slot is said to be born at that slot. The 
birth of a wire at a pin slot i is a random event with probability PB (i). 

- A wire born at a pin slot; will terminate (or die) at a certain pin j to the right of i. This event 
is assumed to be dependent only on the distance between i and j, i-j, (which is also the length 
of the wire) and not on the individual values of i and j. In other words, the length of a wire 
does not depend on where it is born. 

- The length of a wire is assumed to be a random variable with a probability PL(l)~Pr(bl}. 

1 2 w 
x 

Figure 6.2. Density at point X. 

We define the density at a point x to be d(x) as the number of wires crossing a vertical cut line at x 
a< shown in figure 6.2. The objective is to estimate the average value of d(x). To do that we have 
to look at the following events: 

A(i) ~ A wire is born at i, and 

B(i,x) ~ A wire crosses x given that it is born at i. 

The probability of the first event is given by PB (i). Now a wire born at i will cross x iff its length I 
is such that 

So, 

x-i"I"W-i 

W-i 
Pr(B(i,x)} ~ Pr(x - i" I" w- i} ~ 1: PL(l) 

l=x-i 

l\uw, the probability of a wire being born at i"x and crossing x is Pr(A(i)}.Pr(BCi,x)}. So the 
average number of wires crossing x is given by 
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x W-i 
E{d(x)} = :E{PD(i)· :E 1lL(1)} 

i=l l::x-i 

The nwnber of tracks needed is equal 10 the maximum density throughout the row. This means 
that, in order to estimate the number of tracks, one must estimate the average value of the variable 
d'= max, d(x). This, however, may be a very difficult task, especially for arbitrary forms of 1lL(I) 
and Po(i). One way of approximating the average value of d' is to use max, E{d(x)}. It was actu
ally shown (Sastry 85] that 

max, E{d(x)} ,;; E{max, d(x)] 

This means that the approximation is actually a lower bound on E{ d'}. 

Tbe next task is now to make realistic assumptions about Po(i) and PL(l). The most general 
assumption for I'll (i) is to assume that pins are uniformly distributed among W slots. Hence for N 
wires, the probability of a wire being born at i is 

Po(i)=Po= l:!.. 
W 

The choice of 1lL(I) has been discussed in the literature on wiring space estimation and many dis
tributions were suggested, such as the Poisson, exponential and geometric distributions. For the 
wire length distribution of row oriented placements the geometric distribution was found to be 
most suited [GamaI81]. This also corresponds with results I obtained from placements of random 
logic (Table 5 Appendix E). Therefore we assume that PL(I) is geometric. 

So, IlL = P <i-I, where 1. = average wire length and q = l-p. Given these two forms of Po (i) and 
p 

1lL(l), it is possible to obtain a closed form for E{d(x)) 

N 
E{d(x)} = --(l-q')(l-qw->+l) 

Wpq 

Now, in order to find the maximum of E{d(x)}, we set d[E[d(x)}} to zero and solve for the 
dx 

rJ)t(s), so 

or, 

~ [-q'logq(J_qW->+I)+qW->+llogq(1-q')} =0 
Wpq 

So. the maximal local density occurs at xmax
:= I W;l I, and the estimate for the track requirement is 

E{d(xmu)}. 
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6.2 AVERAGE WIRE LENGTH 

Several authors were concerned with the problem of a priori length estimation. Feuer [Feuer82J 
derives fonnulas for wire distribution, earlier mentioned in chapter 3, and for the average connec
tion length of wires in a region of random logic. Donath [Donath 79J [Donath81J obtains the same 
results, with a different approach. He derives an equation for an upper bound on expected average 
interconnection length of a linear placement of gates based on partitioning results. Actual place
ments are reported to give an average interconnection length of about half the upper bound 
predicted by his theory. The average wire length fin terms of average partition size C is found to 
be 

in which 

- C is the number of gates 

- p is Rent's exponent, a small positive number originally fixed at 71. 

This expression may already be applied for relatively small circuits as no assumptions are made 
about circuit size. Donath published results of circuits varying from 60 to 2148 gates. Rent's 
exponent accounts for the average number of connections per module. By partitioning the logic 
the average number of external connections of a partition can be obtained, from which the 
exponent p may be calculated from the empirical relation formulated by Rent [Russo71J. 

p 
logl-logb 

logC 

in which 

- I is the average number of external connections in well-partitioned logic 

- b is the average number of terminals per module 

Since highly parallel circuitry has large exponents p (as much as 0.75), while highly serialized cir
cuitry may be designed with low exponents (as little as 0.47), this indicates that the wiring space 
requirements may vary drastically as the character of the logic changes. 

6.3 REMARKS 

The presented model may be used if a value for the average wire length is available. This can be 
derived from linear placements or from partitioning the logic to get estimates for Rent's exponent. 
K ang's algorithm takes O(n.log n) time. The Ford and Fulkerson and Kernighan and Lin partition
ilig algorithms resp. take 0(n2) and (n2.log n) time. It must be pointed out that the value calcu
lated for p will be unpredictable for small circuits. But as the amount of hardware increases this 
partition exponent will stabilize and will not need frequent updating any more. 
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7. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter some typical aspects of the model implementation are discussed together with some 
related issues as use of data types and experimental results. 

7.1 ASSUMPTIONS 

As the program is primarily concerned with constructing a linear placement and determining the 
total net length the following assumptions can be made without loss of gencrality. 

- AU terminals on a module are assumed to be situated in the middle of the module boundary. 

- A net does not have more than one terminal per module. 

- The total circuit may consist of several disjunct sub circuit •. 

- A net must be connected to at least two modules. 

An extra and rather severe restriction on circuit structure is imposed by the critical path analysis 
function. The circuit must not contain any loops in which no register is inserted. 

7.2 INTERFACES 

To secure a smooth communication between the different program modules of the silicon compiler 
a uniform network description format is agreed upon. The network will be described by a Com
mon Lisp data type called srrucrure. This format will be used whenever network information must 
be exchanged. Currently a list of net and a list of module vectors (sec figure 7.1) is used to 
transfer network information. These vectors must not be confused with those internally used by 
the cost function. 

sys.net-veccor : 

net-in-modules 

Figure 7.1. Syntax of both external network vectors. 

Apart from the final costs the cost environment returned by the cost calculation tool is only of 
interest for the latter. Therefore this data is stored through synthesis phase separated from the net
work description. The data structure of the cost calculation tool does not have this separation. The 
cumulative costs are stored in the module-vectors (see next scction). This internal data format was 
determined long before the network description format was established. Hence, data interchange 
with the hardware generator is done through the use of interfaces. 
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73 INTERNAL DATA STRUCTURES 

Circuits can be fully determined by their nets and associated connectivity information. All the 
information concerning the connections of a net is packed in a net-vector. So, with each net a vec
tor is associated. The choice for a vector was inspired by the need for quick data access and rea
sons of flexibility. If more information is required the vector can simply be extended with the 
needed number of fields. 

Internally a network is described in a net-duo-list, an association list consisting out of duos. The 
key of each duo is a net identifier, its value is the associated net-vector. For internal use a similar 
module-duD-list is maintained. Now the key of a duo is a module identifier and its value the associ
ated module-veclor. The syntax diagram of the net duo list is presented in figure 7.2. 

net-duo-list 

~net.dUO~ : 
net-duo 

Figure 7.2. Syntax of net duo list. 

Nets and modules are internally represented by symbols. The associated vector is the value of such 
a symbol. This is a very appropriate manner to store net and module properties. Referring to a vec
tor field goes faster than to a property. 

The completion of the internal net and module vectors is described in the chapter about implemen
tation aspects. Appendix A provides a complete list of production rules. 

74 INTERNAL VECTORS 

The internal net-vector has four fields. In the next lists the defined global constant determining the 
index is mentioned first. 

1. *neunodules' 

2. *netweight* 

3. *mods-with-input* 

4. *mods-with-output* 

This is a list of all the modules connected to the net. 

This is the length of the previous list. It is made a separate 
entry as it is aflCn needed. 

List of all modules that are connected with an input terminal to 
this net. 

List of all modules that are connected with an output terminal 
to this net. The lists are used to determine delay paths. 

The internal module-vector has eight fields. They are ; 

I. *modconnmod* This is a list of all the modules that are connected with a net 
incident to this module. 
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2. *modnCl"i* List of all incident nets. 

3. *where'" Field for quickly determining the group in which module is 
placed. 

4. 'cost-info' 

5. *in-nets* 

6. "born-signals' 

7. "maxdelay" 

8. "lib-name" 

Five field vector for storing the cumulative costs. 

List of nets on input terminals. 

List of nets on output terminals. 

Value that determines the maximum delay of input signals. 

The library name of the module. 

Five cumulative cost variables recording different costs of the placement are stored with the com
ponents in the sequence. All cost variables are accommodated in a cost-vector. These five vari
ables are: 

1. A list of active nets together with the number of used terminals of the net. 

2. A number for the cumulative module area requirement. 

3. A number for the cumulative net area requirement As nets are assumed to have their termi
nals in the middle of a module the required net area between two modules is determined as 
the number of active nets between both modules times half the sum of both module widths. 

4. A number for the cumulative sum of module widths = sequence length 

S. The maximum number of tracks needed to route the placement up to this module. 

7.5 INPUT & OUTPUT 

Internally all nets and modules are represented by a symbol with as value the internal vector. In 
the input and output list, modules and nets are represented by their name, i.e. a string. The input 
interface function changes this string representation into a symbol representation and interns these 
symbols. The output interface function first un interns all symbols and changes their representation 
back to strings. 

figure 7.3 shows rhe syntax of borh the sequence of input arguments and the output list Further 
production rules can be found in appendix A. The list named changes contains the eX/ension list, 
the deletion list and the substitution list in the same order. The argument costs appearing in input 
and output is a vector of five elements all of which are integers. The first is the maximum delay of 
the circuit. The second and third entry are respectively the total area occupied by the circuit com
ponents and the total area needed for wiring the linear placement. The last two numbers are 
respectively rhe total length of the latter placement and the amount of tracks required for routing. 

The list called placement is the sequence of module namcs that is stored through the synthesis 
phase and returned at a new cost request. The next two lists have rhe same syntax as the second 
and rhird argument but describe the previous circuit implementation. They are required to deter
mine the total impact of a circuit extension. The last argument called old-cost-vees is a list of 
internal module cost vectors in the same order as rhe according modules appear in rhe placement 
sequence. The cost vector is the entry at index 'cost-info' in the internal module vector and stores 
the cumulative costs. 

In the output list the updated cost environment is passed hack to rhe hardware generator. 
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input-sequence 

outpue-lise ; 

~rc-os-t-s-'H placement H new-cost-vecs ~ 

Figure 7.3. Syntax of input sequence and output list 

7.6 FACILITIES FOR INCREMENTAL USE 

The first two updating strategies described in section 5.3.5 are implemented. Only the first one is 
installed. The first one considers all the affected modules taking into account these connected to 
global nets. The second only considers modules that receive new nets on their terminals, i.e. grow 
heavier. Experiments still must be carried out to reveal the advantages and disadvantages of both 
methods. 

Both incremental cost calculation mechanisms are implemented and installed. The first one only 
needs the final costs and placement sequence of the preceding implementation to calculate the new 
costs. It does not need the old list of cumulative cost vectors. The second method only needs the 
list of cost vectors. Therefore, if the input list placement is nil, and the list of cost vectors is not nil 
the second calculating scheme is used. On the other hand when the list of cost vectors is nil and 
the list placement is not nil, the first scheme is used. 

It must be pointed out here that using the first calculation scheme implies that every critical path 
analysis must be done for the whole circuit as no intermediate signal delay values are available. 
However if no delay figures are needed this first scheme is favourable because of its smaller 
memory requirement. 

7.7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For both structured and random logic circuits incremental cost calculations have been made. Only 
a few experiments with structured cireuits were done, due to the lack of available circuits. But I 
mention the results because they agree with the earlier theoretically derived behaviour of the cost 
tool. The experiments were all done with the basic updating strategy. All affected components are 
removed from the old sequence, no global net accommodation is provided. 

For a first experiment the circuits were randomly chopped in sub parts. These smaller entities 
served as the subsequent addition to the circuit under construction. It turned out that the total 
placement time for both kind of circuits was strongly correlated with the number of additions 
times the time to place the circuit in one part. This is exactly wbat we may expect for random 
additions. In these cases the existing linear ordering is often completely munched. 
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Another observation from the previous experiment is that the quality of the final placement for the 
structured logic, is less dependent on the order of supplying the additions than is the case for the 
random logic. It seems that structured logic is easier handled, i.e. clustered, by the applied order
ing algorithm than the other type of logic. More experiments will be needed to find ou~ if this is a 
real feature of the model or juS! a coincidence. 

The structured logic can easily be divided in strong interconnected sub parts or clusters. This often 
is difficult or even impossible for random circuits. Incremental ordering with these clusters as 
additions resulted in fast and good placements for the strucwred logic. Results for the random 
logic where not so downright. Some were fast and produced fine final placements while others 
showed just the opposite. Although I have not had the opportunity for further investigation, I have 
the impression that the order of supplying the additions is responsible for the differences in perfor
mance. If the clusters are provided so that new clusters only are strongly connected to the tail of 
the placement the placement will only be munched for a small part and replacement is needed for 
a small number of components. If clusters however are strongly connected to parts further from 
the tail more munching and replacement effort is needed. 

Some incremental cost calculations were done with artificially chopped circuits. As can be 
expected it wmed out that cluster based incrememal growth of the circuit indeed yields the 
fastests results. With cluster growth is meant the subsequent extension of the partial circuit with 
strong interconnected circuit parts. 

A disturbing characteristic of the proposed updating strategy may demonstrate itself if an existing 
sequence is largely munched. Under the influence of the changed circuit, the replacement opera
tion following the retraction sometimes yields a better placement (required net area, #tracks) than 
the previous one. Due to this, the according cost for the extended and larger circuit may well be 
less than for the preceding smaller circuit. This undesired behaviour points out that the relative 
accuracy is not automatically guaranteed and that updating strategies must be carefully designed. I 
met the previous shortcoming by introducing the concept of global nels in the retraction strategy, 
where after the malfunction did not appear any more. 

An other additional method could be, to use only one initial seed for all following placements. 
Often the initial seed in a placement is affected by circuit changes and consequently is removed as 
the last element of the sequence. Due to the changed circuit structure and other ordering in OUT 
another initial seed may be chosen where after a new linear ordering is build up. As table 1 of 
"j Jendix B shows, a different initial seed may have a large impact on final placement cost. 

On the other hand an unconstrainted munching strategy is expected to return the best and most 
consistent placements although no experiments were done to state this idea. 

With the described probabilistic model some incremental cost calculations were done in which the 
estimate on average wire length was derived from a linear placement obtained by Kang's linear 
ordering heuristic. The calculated cost were clearly proportional to the growing circuit size but 
also to the estimate of average wire length. 
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8. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

To increase the speed of the current program the internal data structure must be reconsidered. The 
interaction betwcen hardware generator and cost calculation function must be tuned so that 
superfluous data type conversions are prevented. Instead of using the so called duo list, dotted lists 
could be used in association lists to avoid unnecessary access operations. 

The assumptions made for the model may tum out to be too restrictive. They may be relieved but 
this will require an adaptation of the data structure and of most of the program routines. 

To measure the performance and to get insight in the reliability of the cost calculation tOOl, still a 
lot of tests must be run with different classes of circuits. No extensive runs have been made yet to 
compare the various updating strategies. The impact of the proposed strategies can be used to 
decide on which strategy to use in combination with what type of circuit. For an additional check 
the calculated costs could be compared with actual layout results to find out the types of circuits 
the tools performs best with. 

The hierarchical approach may also be further investigated. It may be favourable to detect clusters 
early in the synthesis, for instance in the demand graph. The intermediate group in the placement 
algorithm could then be filled with entire clusters instead of single modules. This will probably 
result in an improved linear ordering algorithm. 

The probabilistic model presented can be further developed and tested. If an acceptable mechan· 
ism can be devised to derive Rent's exponent for a circuit, area estimation may be done indepen· 
dent from heuristically obtained linear orderings of components. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

Two different cost calculation schemes were described. The first heuristic scheme is an attempt to 
provide a quick and inexpensive solution to the problem of area estimation. This is of great impor
tance to the dynamic programming approach used by the hardware generator. We have adopted an 
incremental approach and tried to make plausible that this method can yield acceptable results. 
These statements were validated with experiments. 

The model is based on a linear ordering of the circuit components and allows for incremental cost 
ccl~ulation. The best performance is obtained from structured logic circuits. This was pointed out 
in the repon and was experimentally demonstrated. 

Incremental ordering of random logic is slow as existing orderings are often largely munched. 
Moreover, the consistency of an incrementally obtained ordering often grows worse as the number 
of iterations increases. On the other hand it was observed that incremental placement of structured 
logic yields good orderings and that iterations are fast when a hierarchical c.g. cluster based 
approach is applied. Supplying circuit clusters in a natural order determined by the final circuit 
yields the best results. On average the existing placement only needs minor updates at the tail. 

Real consistency in the sense delCrmined in this repon is only guaranteed if placements are done 
from scralCh each time results must be compared. Moreover modules must be selected in the same 
order to establish equal costs. But relying on results from experiments done so far. the conclusion 
is justified that incremental cost calculation with the new heuristic model proposed in this report is 
possible. Nevertheless additional tuning of the updating strategies remains necessary. 

The second proposed cost calculation scheme is of a theoretical nature. If a good estimate for the 
average interconnection length of the circuit can be derived the method is an alternative to esti
mate implementation costs. The few experiments all showed good results. This method may be 
found a good alternative to derive costs for large circuits in which the average wire length is fairly 
constant. 
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APPENDlXA 

EXlERNAL DATA SlRUCTURES 

input-sequence 

chsnges : 

~ extension H deletion H substitution ~ 

-+<D-p .ys-n.t~vector ~ 
- J -

old-net-vecs : 

new-mod-vecs : 

-+<D-p SYS-mOdUl;-vector ~ 

old-lIJOd-vecs : 

~ .y.-modul~-vector ~ 
- JI -

costs 

CUII-net-area 

placement : 

old-cost-vecs : 

-+<D-p modUle-co:t-vector ~ 
, 
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STs-net-vector : 

-+<I>--+I net-ftalle H aet-ln-.odulell H net-auto_tIllies ~ 

sys-m.dule-vector : 

~dule-c~st-vect.r : 

.utput-l1st : 

-+<I>--+I c •• ts H placeaent H new-cast-vee. ~ 

new-cost-vees : 

~ =4Ulo-co:r-vocror ~ 

cost-vecter 

cross-list cu.-net-area 

cross-list : 

~ner-nam. H used-terminals 

: 



delete-paIr: 

~ net-name 

net-in-llJDdules 

~n.t-nam.~ : 
cst-Colllp-name : 

~IDOdule-name ~ 

nee-aut-modules : 

~ library-s}'IIbol ~ 

csr-comp-cost-1nEo : 

~ cost-vector ~ 

net-name 

~ string f----.. 
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module-name : 

---1 string f----.. 
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used-ten.in.als , tracks , 
-+I {nteler-number f---+ ---+!inte,er-number f---+ 

cua-.,d-aru CIla-net-lire. , 
~ inteler-nUDIber f---+ ~ inte,er-number f---+ 

cu.-se,-le/1&th , cst-co~-..x-delay 

-+{intelllr-nu.eer f---+ -+llntecer-nWlber f---+ 
delay reJltterain.ls 

~ integer-tllaber f---+ --tool inte,er -nUlllter}---t-
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INTERNAL DATA STRUC11JRES 

lPOdule-duo-list 

net-duo 

module-duo : 

~~module-vector ~ 

net-vector 

module-vector : 

cross-lise : 

~ust·rmln'h~ 

neCmoduies 

neOlelBht : 

~integ,er~ 

mods·wIth-input: mods-with-output : 



IIJOdconn.:ul : 

~"":l.~ 

where: 

If
n 

act 

out 

..... 

cre •• -liat 

-.x".lIlY : 

~inte&er~ 

net : 

-+I sy.bol I--
used- tenainals : 

----1 int_&er I--
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... dllees : 

~ 

li.&-lt.uHt : 

ae4ul. : 
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APPENDIXB 

This section comprises the results from exhaustive experiments on seed selection. In a first experi
ment all circuit compocents wcre subsequently used as initial seed for Kang's linear ordering 
algorithm. The resulting placements are judged on their net area and track requirement. the first 
column lists the eleven random logic circuits on which the experiments were performed. The 
second column displays the best results with respect to net area and tracks that were obtained and 
the third column lists the worst results. In column four the difference in percent of the previous 
two columns is calculated. 

Seed selection is done according one or more module properties. Two of those properties arc the 
number of primary connected modules and the number of secondary nets of the candidate. A pri
mary connected module is a module connected to a wire that is incident to the candidate. A seeon· 
dary net is a net not incident with the candidate but incident to a primary module of the candidate. 

It is often the case that a few or many components have the same selection propeny value. Only 
one of them is chosen. In the last two columns the average seed is presented. Its proportional 
difference with the best seed is given, again with respect to the final placement result (net area). 

TABLE 1. Distribution of both seed selection groups with respect to final net area requirement 

ClRC 
OPTIMAL SEED WORST SEED DIFF MPRIMMOD MSECNETS 

AREA TR. AV.RANGE AV.RANGE 
AREA TR. AREA TR. 

% % % % 

alul 177 7 193 7 9 0 4.5 .75 
alu2 1807 21 2290 28 26 33 14 16 
alu3 1211 17 1593 24 31 41 14 6.3 
0014 462 10 744 18 61 80 IS 1.5 
del 285 10 324 12 13 20 7.6 2.2 
n!53 279 10 436 \3 55 30 26 14 
;,,7 1522 16 2280 19 49 18 16 5 
rise 1193 12 1607 18 34 50 IS 18 
dkl7 1086 IS 1438 24 32 60 6.4 3.8 
de2 1294 20 1506 26 16 20 9 7 
.pla 3004 26 3664 37 21 42 12 II 

Table 2 lists the results of actual placements done with both the old seed selection rule proposed 
by Kang and thc new selection rule. Numerical values and proportional differences with the 
optimal seed are givcn. 
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TABLE 2_ Perfonnlllce resullS for lWO dilTerenl seed seleclion rules. 

CJltC 'MOD 
OP'T1MAL SEED NEW SEED OLD SEED 

AltEA TIt. 
NETAItEA TltACKS NET AREA TRACKS 

nu", ~ .u," ~ .... ~ n ... ~ 

alu1 41 177 7 17. 0.6 7 0 193 9 7 0 

.1u2 133 1107 21 2029 12 25 19 2045 13 25 19 
alu3 120 1211 17 1321 9 20 11 1271 5 II , 
cal4 75 462 to 469 1.5 10 0 531 15 11 10 

del « 215 10 2'1 2.1 10 0 300 5 11 10 

n!53 49 27' 10 35' 21 11 10 384 31 13 30 

in7 141 1522 16 1533 0.7 16 0 1767 16 19 19 

rise 157 1193 12 1410 23 15 25 1404 11 13 1 

clkl1 110 1016 15 1118 3 11 13 1121 3.2 11 13 

<le2 103 1294 20 1362 5.2 22 to 1355 4.1 23 15 

apia 166 3004 26 3261 9 26 0 3265 i.6 33 27 
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APP!:NDIXD 

Table 3 shows results of experiments in which the global net size is a parameter. Components con
nected to a net connecting more components than this global net size are not moved to ACTIVE if 
one of the components is selected for IN. The effect on the average size of ACTIVE act is given 
tor;ether with the run-time and the final net area. a quality indicator for the resulting placement In 
!able 4 some characteristics of the considered circuits are shown. 

TABLE 3. Impact of net size Oft the run time and average size of ACTIVE. 

ClltC 
NET WEIGJITS 

3 6 10 20 

act area tim. act a ... tim. act a ... time act a<08 tim. 

*alul 4.4 208 30 6.1 201 35 6.8 208 38 6.1 208 30 
·alu2 7.1 2457 223 21 2232 2i6 32 2063 312 35 1964 337 
*.lu3 6.3 1258 142 21 1366 170 26 1233 175 26 1233 191 
·0014 7.3 613 77 9.1 511 17 9.1 511 75 9.1 516 86 
-del 5.7 274 48 11 272 56 11 271 52 12 271 65 
'n!53 4.6 393 52 7.4 326 64 10.5 321 70 11 321 11 

'dc2 7.3 1541 146 20 1371 192 26 1320 195 27 1320 204 
*dk17 4.5 1341 141 16 1154 190 20 1157 182 22 1157 207 
·rise 3.9 1116 194 19.5 1607 220 26 1619 242 30 1723 256 
·in7 10 2OS1 206 22 \714 248 23 1748 212 23 1741 222 
-apla 12 2i92 328 29 3145 405 36 3117 412 39 3144 492 

TABLE 4. Dislnbution of netweights for eleven benchmark circuits. 

ClltC *MOD 'NETS SUM 
*NETS WITH NElWElGHT 

2 3 4 5 6-7 8-9 10-

*alul 2. 33 61 17 9 4 3 0 0 0 
'oIu2 121 125 246 92 14 6 3 2 1 7 

'aM 90 94 114 65 13 5 1 6 3 1 
·0014 is 74 139 49 4 20 1 0 0 1 

'del 37 37 74 23 4 5 2 2 0 1 
'n!53 44 46 90 33 6 2 0 2 1 2 
-in1 117 131 241 84 27 4 11 5 0 0 
-rise 131 126 257 92 20 8 0 0 1 5 
*dkt7 96 99 195 66 16 3 5 7 0 2 
-de2 93 96 189 65 15 7 1 1 3 4 
-apia 152 154 306 93 32 11 9 4 1 4 
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APPENDIXE 

In table 5 experimentally obtained wire length distributions are compared with the geometric dis
tribution proposed for the probabilistic model. As this geometric distribution is meant for 2-pin 
nets, the nets in the four circuits arc also modeled as 2-pin nets. Therefore a n-pin net is split into 
n-l nets. The results show that the experimental distribution has a stronger exponential character 
than the geometric distribution. This is due to a 100 large average wire length which spreads out 
the geometric distribution. This large value for the average wire length is strongly related to the 
nature of the 4 considered circuits which consist of random logic. 

TABLE 5. Experimental and theoretical wire length distribution. 

WIRE 
#NETS wrrn WIRE LENGTH IN FOUR CIRCUITS 

LENGTH 
alu2 in7 rise apia 

expo distr. expo distr. expo distr. expo distr. 

I 95 29 92 28 87 27 120 30 
2 24 25 34 24 21 23 29 27 
3 19 22 14 21 20 20 19 24 
4 14 19 II IS 12 17 15 22 
5 6 17 7 16 9 15 14 20 
6 8 15 4 14 9 13 14 18 
7 5 13 3 12 5 12 6 16 

8·10 13 31 14 28 8 27 21 39 
11-20 27 48 16 42 22 40 33 69 

21- 29 21 35 17 18 17 34 38 

Iotal 240 240 220 220 211 211 303 303 
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